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SUMMARY
A fundamental task of the visual system is to respond to both increases and decreases of luminance with ac-
tion potentials (ON and OFF responses1–4). OFF responses are stronger, faster, and more salient than ON re-
sponses in primary visual cortex (V1) of both cats5,6 and primates,7,8 but in ferrets9 andmice,10 ON responses
can be stronger, weaker,11 or balanced12 in comparison to OFF responses. These discrepancies could arise
from differences in species, experimental techniques, or stimulus properties, particularly retinotopic location
in the visual field, as has been speculated;9 however, the role of retinotopy for ON/OFF dominance has not
been systematically tested across multiple scales of neural activity within species. Here, we measured
OFF versus ON responses across large portions of visual space with silicon probe and whole-cell patch-
clamp recordings inmouse V1 and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN).We found that OFF responses dominated
in the central visual field, whereas ON and OFF responses were more balanced in the periphery. These find-
ings were consistent across local field potential (LFP), spikes, and subthreshold membrane potential in V1,
andwere alignedwith spatial biases inON andOFF responses in LGN. Our findings reveal that retinotopymay
provide a common organizing principle for spatial modulation of OFF versus ON processing in mammalian
visual systems.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OFF-dominant LFP in binocular V1, more balanced ON
and OFF LFP in monocular V1
We first measured LFP responses in awake, head-fixed mice

with laminar silicon probes. White or black bars (9� wide, vertical

orientation, 0.1-s duration, inter-stimulus interval 0.3 s) appeared

one at a time on isoluminant linearized LCD screens at multiple

contrasts and positions across 150� of visual space spanning

both monocular and binocular visual fields (Figure 1A). Bars pre-

sented within 20� of the vertical meridian evoked maximal LFP

responses in binocular V1 (Figure 1B), and black bars elicited

48% larger responses than white bars at the center of the recep-

tive field (RF; Figure 1D). In contrast, recordings from monocular

V1 revealed larger LFP responses to white rather than black bars

in the RF (Figures 1C and 1E).

Binocular V1 LFP responses showed significant OFF domi-

nance across recordings. We computed the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR, response amplitude normalized by standard deviation8,13),

then log10 transformed the ratio ofwhite versus black bar SNRs; a

log10 ratio <0 indicates a preference for black bars (OFF domi-

nance), while a ratio >0 indicates preference for white bars (ON

dominance). Across all cortical layers (defined by CSD analysis;

Figure S1), LFP responses in binocular V1 showed significant
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OFF dominance (Figure 2A; p < 0.001 across all layers, sign

test; n = 58 recordings, 6 mice; median RF locations 19.8� ±

7.1�). In monocular V1, however, LFP responses were more

balanced between ON and OFF (Figure 2B; n = 36 recordings, 7

mice; median RF preference: 77.4� ± 8.5�). In both locations,

higher contrast accentuated luminance polarity preferences (Fig-

ure S2), as in prior reports.5 These differences were not due to

differing RF sizes (p = 0.97; Figure S2H) and not due to uneven

sampling or binning into two groups, since therewas a significant

correlation between log ratio and L4 RF eccentricity across re-

cordings (r = 0.53; p < 0.001; Figure S2G). Cumulative responses

across layers of binocular V1 showed significant OFF dominance

(Figure 2C; 86% of log ratios < 0; p < 0.001; sign test), whereas

monocular V1 showed more balanced ON and OFF responses

(57% of log ratios > 0; p = 0.38, sign test). Population responses

in binocular V1 clearly showed significantly greater OFF respon-

siveness than monocular V1 (p < 0.001; two-sample, one-sided

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, unless otherwise noted).

Spikes in binocular versus monocular V1 show spatial
biases in ON/OFF dominance
Action potentials in these same recordings showed similar

trends as LFP. We focused our analysis on regular spiking (RS)

putative excitatory neurons across all layers (Figure S3). Peak
e Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Black versus white stimulus responses in binocular versus monocular V1

(A) Head-fixed awakemice viewed black andwhite bars (9� wide, full screen height) presented across 150� of azimuthal visual space. Bars appeared one at a time

at randomized location, contrast, and polarity. Vertical meridian defined as 0�, bars displayed from �37 to 115�. Neural activity recorded simultaneously with

linear 32-channel silicon probe in binocular or monocular regions of primary visual cortex (V1).

(B) Example local field potential (LFP) responses in binocular V1 evoked bywhite (left) or black (right) bars appearing across azimuthal locations (ordinate). Median

LFP responses to each bar presentation per location calculated across channels to create space-time receptive field (RF) maps. Brighter colors indicate depth

negative LFP (activation). Maximum activation for black bars at 20�. Brackets span best three stimulus locations (center ± 1 locations) for the recording. Stimulus

timing shown below maps (abscissa).

(C) Same as (B), for a recording from monocular V1. Maximum activation for white bars at 77�.
(D) Median LFP responses across channels to white (left) and black (right) bars for binocular recording in (B). Best stimulus location (center) defined by largest

average evoked LFP response (thick trace). Responses to stimuli at the two adjacent (± 1) locations shown in thin bold traces, responses at all other locations

shown in light gray. Peak binocular response 48% ± 27% (± SD) larger for black (�0.38 mV) than white (�0.26 mV) bar at same location.

(E) Same as (D), for monocular recording in (C). Peak monocular LFP response 31% ± 23% larger for white bars (�0.83 mV) than black bar responses at same

location (�0.64 mV). See also Figures S1 and S2.
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SNRs captured onset responses in 90%of all units (Figure S1). In

monocular V1, RS neurons showed significant ON dominance

(Figure 3A; 62% with log ratios > 0; n = 69; p = 0.035, sign

test), while binocular V1 showed more balanced ON and OFF re-

sponses (53% with log ratios >0; n = 52; p = 0.78, sign test).

Despite these spatial biases, there was not a significant differ-

ence between binocular and monocular populations (p = 0.078).

Similar spatial biases were evident in ON/OFF responses eli-

cited by sparse black or white squares. In an independent set

of experiments that projected black or white squares (10�, 0.1-
s duration) onto a demispherical dome,14 binocular and monoc-

ular V1 populations individually did not differ in ON versus OFF

responses (binocular: 69% of log ratios < 0; p = 0.27; monocular:

61% > 0; p = 0.41), but binocular V1 neurons showed signifi-

cantly greater OFF responsiveness than in monocular V1 (Fig-

ure 3B; n = 36; p = 0.015, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). These find-

ings reveal that neurons in binocular V1 show greater bias

toward OFF responsiveness in spikes than those in monocular

V1, but with considerable response heterogeneity within each

population.

Motivated by these findings, we analyzed the publicly avail-

able Allen Brain Institute mouse V1 database.15 Consistent

with our findings, we found that binocular RS neurons (n = 978)

were significantly OFF dominated (Figure S3C; 54% of neurons

with log ratios < 0; p < 0.001), but so weremonocular RS neurons
(n = 834; 56% with log ratios < 0; p < 0.001), with no difference

between the two groups (p = 0.78). We reasoned that monocular

OFF-dominant responses could arise from two key features of

these experiments: (1) visual responses were evoked by sus-

tained (0.25 s) full screen flashes, and (2) neurons were isolated

with high-density Neuropixels probes. We directly tested both

factors in our experiments and found these did not lead to OFF

dominance in monocular V1 neurons: monocular V1 spikes

showed ON/OFF-balanced or ON-dominant responses to full

screen flashes (Figure S3). These controls bolstered consistency

within our experimental conditions, so we next wondered if

spatial biases were visible upstream in lateral geniculate nucleus

(LGN).

Spikes in LGN show similar spatial biases in ON/OFF
responses as those in V1
Spatial biases in LGN ON/OFF responses were aligned with

those in V1. We targeted silicon probes to dorsal LGN in awake

mice and measured responses to brief, small black or white

squares (7� or 15�; see Figure S4 for RFs).16 LGN neurons with

RFs in the binocular visual field showed balanced ON and OFF

responses as a population (Figure 3C; 57% of log ratios < 0;

p = 0.4), but binocular LGN was significantly more OFF respon-

sive than binocular V1 recorded in the same experimental condi-

tions (Figure 3C inset; 47% of log ratios < 0; p = 0.03). We
Current Biology 31, 4172–4179, September 27, 2021 4173
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Figure 2. OFF-dominant LFP in binocular

V1, more balanced ON and OFF LFP in

monocular V1

(A) Log10 ratios of LFP SNR driven by full contrast

white versusblack stimuli, split by cortical layer (see

Figure S1, S2). Binocular LFP responses signifi-

cantly OFF dominated (log ratio < 0) across layers

(L2/3:�0.15± 0.14, L4:�0.11± 0.10, L5/6:�0.11±

0.21;mean± SD throughout figure; p < 0.001 for all,

two-sided sign test; n = 58 recs in 6 mice).

(B) Same as (A), for monocular recordings.

Monocular responses ON/OFF balanced across

layers (L2/3: 0.016 ± 0.14, L4: 0.04 ± 0.16, L5/6:

0.094 ± 0.22; p = 0.82, 0.83, 0.52, two-sided sign

test; n = 36 recs in 7 mice).

(C) Binocular responses significantly OFF domi-

nated (blue; �0.12 ± 0.16, p < 0.001, sign test),

monocular responses ON/OFF balanced (gold;

0.051±0.18,p=0.38, sign test).Cumulativedensity

function of log ratios in (A) and (B) combined across

layers. Binocular population significantly more OFF

responsive than monocular (p < 0.001, Kolmo-

gorov-Smirnov test). Arrows aligned to fraction of

log ratios < 0 for each population (Binoc., 86%;

Monoc., 45%). All data from awake mice trained in

visual detection tasks. See also Figures S1 and S2.
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interpret this difference between LGN and V1 to be driven by

greater bias toward OFF responses in binocular LGN neurons

(+7% bias toward OFF) rather than more ON-responsive binoc-

ular V1 neurons (+3% bias toward ON). In a next set of experi-

ments, we found that LGN neurons with RFs in the monocular vi-

sual field were significantly ON dominant (70% of log ratios > 0;

p < 0.001), but not significantly more than their counterparts in

monocular V1 (also recorded in the same experimental condi-

tions). Although both binocular and monocular LGN responses

were recorded with small (7� or 15�) brief (0.1 s) squares, they

were not recorded simultaneously within the same mice, nor

from the same portions of LGN, warranting caution in a direct

comparison of LGN populations. That said, OFF versus ON pref-

erences in binocular versus monocular LGN populations were

clearly significantly different from one another (p < 0.001; Fig-

ure S4). Overall, these findings in LGN predict that spatial biases

in ON/OFF dominance should also be clearly visible in sub-

threshold activity of binocular versus monocular neurons in V1,

examined next.

Spatial biases in ON/OFF membrane potential
responses in V1
Subthreshold membrane potential (Vm) showed clear OFF domi-

nance for binocular neurons, more balanced ON and OFF re-

sponses in monocular neurons, and clear differences between

the two spatial locations. Using the exact same stimuli as LFP

and spike recordings (Figures 1, 2, and 3A), we measured Vm

and spikes with whole-cell patch-clamp recordings in L2/3

(both awake and anesthetized recordings; see STAR Methods).

For neurons with RFs in binocular V1 (n = 13; Figures 4A and

4B), black bars evoked significantly greater depolarization and

peakSNR (4.2 ± 0.1) thanwhite bars (3.4 ± 0.1; p < 0.01,Wilcoxon

rank sumtest; Figure 4C). In contrast, neuronswithRFs inmonoc-

ular V1 (n = 19; Figures 4D and 4E) showed much larger average

depolarization and significantly larger SNR for white (3.3 ± 0.03)
4174 Current Biology 31, 4172–4179, September 27, 2021
versus black stimuli (2.2 ± 0.02; p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum

test; Figure 4F). Vm responses showed significant OFF domi-

nance for the binocular population (Figure 4G; 77% of neurons

with ratios < 0; n = 13; p = 0.031), but more balanced ON and

OFF responses for the monocular population (68% with ratios

>0, n =19; p=0.13), andsignificantly greaterOFF responsiveness

inbinocular thanmonocular neurons (p=0.03,Kolmogorov-Smir-

nov test). Binocular OFF dominance was most pronounced in

neurons that emitted spikes (Figure 4H; 100%of binocular neuron

Vm SNR ratios OFF dominated; p < 0.001), while monocular neu-

rons that spiked showed more balanced in ON and OFF re-

sponses (66% of monocular neuron Vm SNR ratios > 0; p =

0.08). Accordingly, Vm in the binocular spiking population was

significantlymoreOFF responsive than themonocular population

(p < 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Finally, echoing our extra-

cellular results, the subpopulations of spiking neurons within

binocular (n = 9/13) and monocular (n = 18/19) V1 did not show

clear ON or OFF dominance in spiking (binocular, p = 0.09;

monocular, p = 0.11), but spike responses were significantly

more OFF responsive in binocular versus monocular V1 neurons

(Figure 4I; p = 0.043, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Figure S4).

Here, we revealed that ON and OFF responses in mouse V1

and LGN share considerable spatial biases based upon retino-

topy. The central visual field shows stronger OFF responsive-

ness than the peripheral visual field. This spatial relationship

pervadedmultiple levels of neural activity in V1 across several in-

dependent experiments. Differences between binocular and

monocular groups were apparent despite individual populations

often showing more balanced ON and OFF responses. OFF

dominance in binocular V1 LFP and membrane potential (Vm)

showed the clearest spatial bias. Since LFP and Vm both reflect

population activity, this indicates that ON/OFF biases in V1

emerge from large subnetworks of neurons that share luminance

polarity preferences aligned by retinotopy. Our findings help

resolve prior conflicting results and suggest common organizing
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B Figure 3. ON/OFF spike responses in V1

and LGN show retinotopically aligned

spatial biases

(A) Regular spiking neurons (RS) in monocular V1

significantly ON dominant (gold, n = 69; log ratio:

0.21 ± 0.56, mean ± SD; 64% of data > 0; p =

0.035, sign test), but more ON and OFF balanced

in binocular V1 (blue, n = 52; log ratio: �0.06 ±

0.65; 47% of data < 0; p = 0.78). Binocular versus

monocular distributions not significantly different

(p = 0.078, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). SNRs

peaked at 86 ± 30 ms (± SD) across entire dataset.

Same experiments, mice, and stimuli as Figures 1

and 2. See Figure S3 for FS neurons.

(B) Responses to flashed squares (15�, 0.1 s) elicit

ON/OFF-balanced responses in binocular (n = 13;

log ratio: �0.099 ± 0.27, 69% of log ratios < 0; p =

0.27) and monocular V1 (n = 23; 0.055 ± 0.2, 61%

of log ratios > 0; p = 0.41), but binocular population

significantly more OFF responsive than monocular

population (p = 0.015, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).

Full contrast black or white squares (9� or 15�,
0.1 s) projected onto spherical half dome in awake

mice.

(C) Binocular LGN neurons ON/OFF balanced

(�0.13 ± 0.59; 57%of log ratios < 0; p = 0.4; n = 51)

but significantly more OFF responsive than

binocular V1 neurons in (A) (inset: 47% of log ra-

tios < 0; p = 0.03, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; same

binocular V1 neurons as A). All data recorded in

awake mice as in (A), but with flashed squares (7�,
0.1 s), not bars.

(D) Monocular LGN neurons significantly ON

dominated (0.13 ± 0.22; 70% of log ratios > 0; p <

0.001; n = 193), but not more ON responsive than

monocular V1 neurons in (B) (61% of log ratios > 0;

p = 0.86, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). All data re-

corded in awake mice as in (B) with flashed

squares (15�, 0.1 s). See also Figures S3 and S4.
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principles for spatial processing of luminance increments and

decrements in mammalian visual systems. The spatial represen-

tation of ON versus OFF signals thus forms a critical substrate for

visual perception.

Our findings of spatial biases in ON and OFF responses in

mouse V1 echo and consolidate prior findings across several

species, extend these to subthreshold measurements, and sug-

gest a subcortical basis for these effects. Humans show

enhanced behavioral responses for OFF signals in central

vision.17 Cat and primate V1 show OFF dominance in the central

(<5�) region of binocular visual space.6–8,13 Moreover, thalamic

input to binocular V1 in cats is strongly OFF dominant, but ON

responsiveness increases for peripheral visual space; indeed,

this studyestablisheddescription ofON/OFF-balanced contribu-

tions in V1 outside the area centralis.13 In ferret V1, peripheral vi-

sual field (�20�) responses show ON dominance.9 Likewise,

voltage dye responses in mouse V1 show ON dominance in the

far monocular visual field;10 however, Ca2+ responses in mouse

V1 neurons with RFs in binocular V1 (20�–35� azimuth) show

OFF dominance,11 while those in monocular V1 show ON/OFF

balanced responses.12 Our multi-scale electrophysiological
measurements across nearly the entire visual hemifield resolve

these discrepancies in mice and provide broad agreement with

previous observations in other species, including preferential

OFF processing in central vision6,17,18 with increasing ON contri-

butions in the periphery.19 Together, our results suggest a simple

organizing principle for mammalian visual cortex: spatial biases

in ON/OFF responses are seeded by retinotopically aligned

biases in LGN inputs. This perhaps explains why spatial biases

in ON/OFF responses in V1 were most apparent in subthreshold

membrane potential and LFP.

LFP, spikes, and Vm responses all showed stronger OFF

responsiveness in binocular versus monocular V1 populations.

The differences between populations were more apparent and

consistent than ON or OFF dominance within individual popula-

tions. Importantly, we observed clear ON dominance only in sub-

sets of monocular recordings and clear OFF dominance only in

subsets of binocular recordings. In these binocular recordings,

both LFP and Vm responses showed significant OFF dominance

within population. Likewise, all monocular recordings (including

LFP and Vm) showed more balanced ON and OFF responses,

or ON dominance (spikes in LGN and V1). An exception to these
Current Biology 31, 4172–4179, September 27, 2021 4175
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Figure 4. Spatial biases in ON/OFF membrane potential responses in V1

(A) Binocular V1 L2/3 membrane potential (Vm) responses to white bars (n = 13). Peak Vm depolarization (D6.3 mV) centered at 10�. Average pre-stimulus Vm

subtracted from each neuron before averaging.

(B) Same neurons as (A), responses to black bars. Peak Vm depolarization (D6.7 mV) centered at 19�.
(C) Binocular V1 Vm signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, see STAR Methods) for black versus white bars at center (±1 locations) of receptive field (RF). Peak black SNR =

4.2 ± 0.1, white = 3.4 ± 0.1 (p < 0.01; Wilcoxon rank sum; mean ± SEM; n = 13 neurons).

(D–F) As in (A–C), for monocular V1 Vm response (n = 19 neurons). Peak depolarization for white bars (D6.8mV) larger than for black bars (D3.3mV), both centered

at 77�. Peak black SNR = 2.2 ± 0.1, white = 3.2 ± 0.1 (p < 0.001; Wilcoxon rank sum).

(G) Log SNR ratios for binocular (blue) versus monocular (gold) neurons. Monocular Vm ON/OFF balanced (32% log ratios < 0; p = 0.13, sign test), binocular Vm

significantly OFF dominant (77% log ratios < 0; p = 0.031) and significantly more OFF responsive than monocular Vm (p = 0.03, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

throughout G–I). See also Figure S4.

(H) Same as (G), for Vm of spiking neurons (n = 9 binocular, n = 18monocular). Monocular neuron VmON/OFF balanced (p = 0.08), binocular neuron Vm significantly

OFF dominated (p < 0.001), and significantly more OFF responsive than monocular neuron Vm (p < 0.001).

(I) Same as (H), for spikes. Monocular and binocular spikes balanced between ON and OFF responses (p = 0.11; p = 0.09), but binocular spikes significantly more

OFF responsive than monocular (p = 0.04).
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spatial biases was evident in the publicly available Allen Institute

data, perhaps explainable by stimulus dependence,20 but our re-

cordings in monocular V1 with the same stimulus and recording
4176 Current Biology 31, 4172–4179, September 27, 2021
probes as Allen experiments again elicited balanced or ON-

dominant responses. Numerous other reasons could underlie

these differences, such as sampling V1 sites with different
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elevation, wavelength,21 and spatial frequency preferences,22 or

differing behavioral conditions (such as training history, locomo-

tion, and brain state) that modulate visual responses and are

difficult to replicate exactly here.

We found that spatial biases in ON/OFF dominance of LFP

permeated all cortical layers at a given spatial location. This is

different from primates7 and may be due to exquisite laminar or-

ganization of thalamic inputs in primates23 versus more

dispersed projections in mice.24 Mouse V1 also lacks the orga-

nizing structure of ocular dominance, orientation, and ON/OFF

subfield maps, as seen in other mammals.9,25 However, retino-

topic maps in mouse V1 are clear, and L2/3 neurons <200 mi-

crons from one another share highly localized and overlapping

ON and OFF subfields,12 providing a substrate for coherent local

population responses to bright versus dark stimuli that were

most visible in the LFP and Vm of L2/3. This suggests that LGN

could provide V1 with a retinotopically aligned scaffold for

biased luminance processing from central to peripheral visual

space; indeed, this scaffoldmay ultimately arise from spatial gra-

dients of ON versus OFF retinal ganglion cells in mice.26,27

We revealed that subthreshold synaptic responses in mouse

V1 are selective for luminance polarity as a function of retinotopy.

Subthreshold selectivity was most pronounced for cells that

spiked. ON versus OFF selectivity may be amplified by spike

threshold as with many other visual computations.28 Patch-

clamp recordings report every single spike and allow direct com-

parison of subthreshold responses and sparse spike responses;

these comparisons revealed clearly greater OFF responsiveness

in binocular versus monocular V1. Furthermore, in both Vm and

LFP responses, we measured clear and strong OFF dominance

in binocular V1 and more balanced ON and OFF responses in

monocular V1 in entirely separate mice and experiments. Given

the close relationship between LFP, Vm, and synaptic activity in

mouse V1,29 this suggests that presynaptic populations share

coherent selectivity for both stimulus position and luminance

polarity preference. This could ensure that ON and OFF compu-

tations in V1 also contain appropriate spatial signals for down-

stream targets.

ON/OFF dominance was less pronounced in spikes than LFP

or Vm, for several potential reasons. First, unlike the inherently

correlated population activity driving LFP and Vm, our single-

neuron spike analysis did not consider population correlations,

a topic for further study. Second, bars appeared at a single ver-

tical orientation (and squares were unoriented), sub-optimal

stimuli for many V1 neurons selective for other orientations.

However, even sub-optimal stimuli depolarize membrane poten-

tial28,30 and drive LFP responses that reflect local synaptic activ-

ity,29,31 perhaps contributing to stronger ON/OFF dominance

trends in LFP and Vm. Third, patch-clamp pipettes isolate cells

regardless of activity levels, allowing measurements from the

many cells that rarely spike.32,33 Silicon probe recordings require

large numbers of spikes to form clusters, necessarily favoring

high firing rate and/or less selective cells that spike to both

dark and bright stimuli, potentially oversampling ON/OFF

balanced neurons. Statistically resolving exactly balanced

versus ON/OFF dominant spike responses depends upon effect

sizes and population sizes, and both will be constrained by the

experimental technique. In light of these caveats, our indepen-

dent datasets of V1 spikes (both extracellular and intracellular)
with comparable sampling constraints in monocular or binocular

experiments broadly revealed greater OFF responsiveness in

binocular versus monocular V1, consistent with LFP and Vm re-

sponses measured in the same experimental conditions.

In summary, we found thatOFF responses are strongest in cen-

tral visual space, but more balanced between ON and OFF in pe-

ripheral visual space. These results establish that OFF versus ON

dominance in themouse thalamocortical visual systemvaries as a

function of retinotopy. Why might spatial modulation of OFF

versus ON responses be beneficial for mice? Their peripheral

vision encompasses a large monocular region, while binocular

vision spans at least 40� of space that is prioritized during naviga-

tion,34–36 perhaps underlying computation of self-motion versus

visual motion.37 Dark stimuli that drift or loom in binocular visual

space elicit freezing versus fleeing,35,38 and mice also use binoc-

ular vision for depth perception,34 daytime foraging,39,40 and in-

sect hunting.41–43 Evenwhile stationary, mice use binocular vision

with greatest perceptual sensitivity,44 but attention can quickly

improve sensitivity to stimuli in monocular visual space.45 Thus,

mice show several specializations in spatial visual processing

and behavior,45–47 including spatially biased ON/OFF processing

as shown here. Future studies in mice will enable detailed investi-

gation of the circuits and mechanisms driving a variety of spatial

visual behaviors elicited by luminance increments and decre-

ments, a fundamental aspect of vision.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Georgia Institute of Technology and Uni-

versity College London and were in agreement with guidelines established by the National Institutes of Health, and The Animal (Sci-

entific Procedures) Act 1986.

Experimental subjects—Haider lab
Detailedmethods have been described previously.44Mice (5 – 8weeks old; reverse light cycle individual housing; bred in house) were

chronically implanted with a stainless steel headplate with a recording chamber during isoflurane (1%–2%) anesthesia. After implant

surgery mice recovered for 3 days before experimentation. All silicon probe recordings in V1 were from mice that were trained over

several weeks to perform a visual spatial detection task,45 except those in Figures S3D–S3F.

Recordings in Haider lab used male and female mice. Across all labs, there was no allocation strategy for selecting subjects, since

there were no comparisons between experimental groups.
Mouse Strain n = mice [probes; patch] n = recordings [probes; patch] RRID

B6PVCre [3;1] [31;1] IMSR_JAX:017320

C57BL/6J [8;0] [27;0] IMSR_JAX:000664

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

Mouse Strain n = mice [probes; patch] n = recordings [probes; patch] RRID

Ai32 [1;0] [13;0] IMSR_JAX:024109

Sst-IRES-Cre [1;1] [5;2] IMSR_JAX:013044

Ai32 x B6PVCre [3;7] [26;10] See above

Ai32 x Sst-IRES-Cre [3;2] [62,8] See above

Ai32 x Scnn1a-cre [1;4] [2;7] IMSR_JAX:009613

CNTNAP2�/� [0;1] [0;1] IMSR_JAX:017482

Ai40 [0;1] [0;1] IMSR_JAX: 021188

Uncertain genotype [0;1] [0;2] –
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Experimental subjects—Saleem lab
Detailed methods have been described previously.50 Mice were implanted with a custom-built stainless steel metal plate under iso-

flurane anesthesia. The area above the left visual cortex was kept accessible for electrophysiological recordings.

Recordings in Saleem lab used male mice.
Mouse Strain n = mice n = recording sessions RRID

C57BL/6J 9 32 See above
Experimental subjects—Allen Institute
Recordings from the Allen Institute – Visual Coding database are fully detailed elsewhere.51 Both male and female mice were used,

and only one mouse was used per recording.
Mouse Strain n = mice n = neurons RRID

C57BL/6J 26 1444 See above

Ai32 x B6PVCre 5 195 See above

Ai32 x Sst-IRES-Cre 10 504 See above

Ai32 x Vip-IRES-Cre 6 347 See above
METHOD DETAILS

Recordings
Haider lab—V1 extracellular

At the conclusion of training, a small craniotomy (100-400 microns) was opened over monocular or binocular V1 during isoflurane

anesthesia.Micewere allowed 3 h of recovery before awake acute recordings. Single shank linear 32 site silicon probes (Neuronexus,

A1x32) were used to record neural activity across cortical layers in head-fixed stationary mice resting comfortably in a semi-enclosed

plastic tube. The electrode was typically advanced to 1 mm below the dura, and the site was covered in sterile artificial cerebrospinal

fluid (aCSF). After the electrode settled (�15 min), mice performed a visual spatial detection task for�2 h.45 At the end of the behav-

ioral sessions, mice were presented black and white visual stimuli to map spatial receptive fields (described below); we focused on

these datasets recorded at the end of behavioral sessions in trained mice to limit the effects of spontaneous behavioral variability in

mice not performing visual tasks. Nevertheless, major findings regarding ON and OFF dominance from mice trained in behavioral

tasks (Figures 1, 2, and 3A) were also evident in untrainedmice (Figures 3B, 3C, and 4). As a control for any possible effects of training,

combining recordings from both trained and passive awakemice (n = 94) did not diminish strong OFF dominance in binocular V1 (p <

0.001; sign test), nor ON/OFF balanced responses in monocular V1 (n = 50; p = 0.04, sign test). Furthermore, recordings in LGN from

awake mice untrained in visual tasks showed concordant spatial biases in ON/OFF responses.

Haider lab—LGN extracellular

LGN recording sites were targeted with stereotaxic coordinates (�2.5 mm posterior to bregma �2.5 mm lateral from midline). Mice

were habituated for a minimum of 3 days to the recording environment prior to experimentation. Single shank electrodes (Neuro-

nexus, A1x32-Poly-3) were used to record from LGN. While advancing the electrode, full screen flash stimuli were shown at 2, 4,

and 8 Hz, and unit responses were assessed on-line to determine whether the electrode was in LGN (�3mm below the dura). The
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electrode was inserted only once per recording session, and in most instances confirmedwith histology. Mice were shown black and

white square stimuli (see below) to map spatial receptive fields.

For V1 and LGN recordings using Neuronexus probes, electrical signals were acquired through a Cereplex Direct (Blackrock Mi-

crosystems). Raw neural signals were acquired at 30 kHz. Local field potentials (LFP) were band pass filtered at 0.3-200Hz. V1 layers

were identified via current source density analysis44 (Figure S1).

Haider Lab—V1 whole-cell patch-clamp recordings

We made whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from excitatory pyramidal neurons of awake (n = 9) and anesthetized mice (n = 10), as

detailed previously.33 We used the exact same stimulus protocol (detailed below) to record whole-cell and extracellular silicon probe

responses, with no additional fine-tuning of stimuli during whole-cell recordings. We observed no significant differences in ON/OFF

dominance within spatial location for awake versus anesthetized Vm recordings, so these were combined within location (Awake

versus anesthetized SNR log ratios monocular: 0.07 ± 0.1 versus 0.05 ± 0.2, p = 0.6; binocular: �0.04 ± 0.2 versus �0.05 ± 0.2;

p = 0.8, Wilcoxon rank sum tests; median ± IQR). We also observed no change to Vm results if we excluded a single binocular neuron

recorded from a CNTNAP2�/� mutant mouse (Full population median Vm SNRs [White, Black]: [2.16, 3.31]; After exclusion: [2.17,

3.22]; p < 0.001 for both datasets), or if we excluded 2 monocular neurons recorded from a mouse of uncertain genotype (Full pop-

ulation median Vm SNRs [White, Black]: [4.23, 3.39]; After exclusion: [4.65, 3.67]; p < 0.001 for both datasets).

Saleem lab—V1 and LGN extracellular

Seven days following the surgerymice underwent the first habituation session in the virtual reality apparatus. Following the habitation

period (one session per day, 8-13 days), a �1mm craniotomy was performed centered over V1 (2 mm lateral to sagittal midline and

0.5 mm anterior to lambda) or LGN (1.9 mm lateral and 2.4 mm anterior from lambda). Mice were allowed to recover for 4-24 h before

the first electrophysiology recording session. Multiple recording sessions were executed from each animal (one per day, n = 37

recordings, min 2, max 9). To preserve the brain tissue we left the dura intact. This was pierced locally by the silicon probe

(ASSY-37 E-1, Cambridge Neurotech Ltd.) at the beginning of each recording session. For LGN recordings, the probe was advanced

to a depth of �3 mm until visual responses to flashing stimuli were observed. Electrophysiology data were acquired with an Open-

Ephys acquisition board52 and units were isolated using Kilosort.49 Mice were free to run while presented black and white visual stim-

uli to map spatial receptive fields (described below).

Visual stimuli
Haider lab—Visual stimuli

We used LCD displays (Dell Ultrasharp U2417H or U2419H) with peak luminance of 250 cd * m-2. Experiments used 2 displays posi-

tioned at right angles to one another (Figure 1), such that stimuli at 0� and 90� have a similar viewing angle relative to the axis of the

mouse eye. This configuration minimizes (but does not eliminate) potential confounds of LCD panels and viewing angle. To confirm

linearization, we displayed stimuli across the full range of pixel intensities (full black to full white), and measured the resulting monitor

luminance values with a photodiode (Thorlabs), and then corrected this relationship with the (inverse) exponential function. We

measured light levels using a photometer (AEMC CA811) with spectral sensitivity range (500 – 620 nm) overlapping the peak absorp-

tion wavelengths for both rods and M-cones, positioned at the same viewing angle as the mice (Figure 1). Averaged across all mon-

itors (±SD), stimuli at [100% black, 50% gray background, 100% white] stimuli provided [0, 117.5 ± 14.4, 237.3 ± 28.7] cd * sr * m-2.

Mice viewed vertical bars at various contrasts and spatial locations (Figure 1). Bars were 9� wide and covered the whole height of the

screen (spanning 50�). Barswere shown at 17 locations covering binocular andmonocular areas of visual space, spaced evenly every

9.6� from�37.8� to 115.8� azimuth. The vertical meridian was defined as 0�. Contrasts ranged from 100%black to 100%white. Pixel

values ranged from 0-255, and gray was set at 128. Michelson contrast was calculated as percent pixel value difference from gray

background with the following equation:

contrast =
pixel � grey

grey
� 100

Each stimulus lasted 0.1 s before disappearing, and subsequent stimuli appeared after 0.3 s of gray screen. Stimuli were shown 10

times for each polarity, contrast, and location. Contrasts levels were 5, 10, 25, 40, 50, 75, and 100% for both black and white, but not

all contrasts were shown in all sessions. Stimulus sequences were randomized for location, polarity, and contrast. The stimuli used to

map receptive fields for LGN experiments consisted of black (minimum luminance) and white (maximum luminance) squares pre-

sented individually against a gray background of mean luminance. The squares were 7� in width and appeared in one of 160 spatial

locations spanning 90� x 50�. Squares were presented for 0.1 s, followed by 0.3 s of gray screen before the appearance of the next

square. Each square was presented in a randomized spatial location and color value per trial, with ten trials per color per location.

Saleem lab—Visual stimuli

Awake mice were shown a series of sparse noise frames consisting of a 9x9 (10� squares) or 8x8 grid (15� squares). The squares

could each independently be black, gray or white. Stimuli were gamma-calibrated by displaying them across the full range of pixel

intensities (full black to full white on gray background), measuring luminance with a photometer (Konica Minolta CS-100a) from

mouse viewing angle at 0�, then linearizing the relationship between pixel intensity and luminance. The luminance for full black

and white stimuli were 1.2 ± 0.4 and 33.6 ± 1.3 cd * m-2, respectively. Only five squares could either be white or black at any frame

presentation. Frames were shown for 0.1 s each in immediate succession. A single session lasted five minutes, or 3000 frames.

Frame sequence was used posteriorly to construct a neural response to black, white, and gray stimuli in each square location.
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Allen Institute—Visual stimuli

Detailed stimulus parameters are described elsewhere.51 Briefly, awake mice were shown a variety of stimuli in blocks. A receptive

field mapping stimulus (20� drifting grating, 0.25 s duration, 0.04 cycles per degree; 2 Hz temporal frequency) appeared at a single

randomly chosen location on the screen (forming a 9 3 9 grid) tiling the whole visual field. Stimuli also included full-field flashes of

black and white (0.25 s duration, 2 s inter-trial interval with uniform gray screen).

Data was retrieved from the Allen Institute Visual Coding – Neuropixels database using their proprietary SDK. Data was compiled

last on June 22, 2020. For each unit, spike times and the precomputed on/off ratio (ratio of mean responses during 0.25 s) were

retrieved. Detailed instructions for accessing the database and recording sessions (n = 47) and analysis code have been publicly

deposited (see Key Resources Table) and linked from the lead contact’s institutional website.

The table below summarizes the datasets, stimulus properties, and results in each figure.
Lab Area Recording method Stimulus Size (W x H) Duration ISI

Main Figure

(Supplemental Figure)

Haider V1 Neuronexus (32ch) Flashed bars 9� x 50� 0.1 s 0.3 s Figure1-2, 3A (Figures S1A–S1F,H,I;

S2; S3A-B, D-E)

Saleem V1 Cambridge Neurotech (32ch) Flashed squares 9� x 9� or 15� x 15� 0.1 s 0.1 s Figure 3B

Haider LGN Neuronexus (32ch) Flashed squares 7� x 7� 0.1 s 0.3 s Figure 3C

(Figures S4A and S4B)

Saleem LGN Cambridge Neurotech (32ch) Flashed squares 15� x 15� 0.1 s 0.1 s Figure 3D (Figures S4C and S4D)

Haider V1 Whole-cell patch-clamp Flashed bars 9� x 50� 0.1 s 0.3 s Figure 4 (Figure S1G;

S4F-G)

Haider V1 Neuropixels 1.0 Flashed bars 9� x 50� 0.1 s 0.3 s (Figure S3F)

Allen Inst. V1 Neuropixels 1.0 Full screen flash 120� x 95� 0.25 s 2 s (Figure S3C)

Haider V1 Neuropixels 1.0 Full screen flash 188� x 50� 0.25 s 2 s (Figure S3F)

Haider V1 Neuronexus probes (A32) Full screen flash 188� x 50� 0.25 s 2 s (Figure S3E)
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Spike sorting
Haider lab—Spike sorting

Single unit activity (V1 Neuronexus recordings) was isolated with a semi-automated sorting algorithm48 as detailed previously,44 or

with Kilosort49 for LGN recordings and Neuropixels 1.0 recordings (IMEC) as previously described.53 We classified single units as

fast-spiking (FS, waveform peak-to-trough < 0.57ms) and regular spiking (RS, peak-to-trough > 0.57 ms) based on their waveform

widths (Figure S3). FS neurons inmice are predominantly parvalbumin (PV) positive inhibitory neurons, while > 85%of RS neurons are

putative excitatory neurons.54

Saleem lab—Spike sorting

Single units were isolated using Kilosort.49 We selected only units that had a mean firing rate greater than 0.5 Hz in the first and last

third of the sparse noise presentation period.

Allen Institute—Spike sorting

Neurons in the Allen Institute dataset were pre-sorted and packaged with several pre-computed quality metrics, as detailed else-

where.51 We plotted histograms of spike waveform widths and observed a clear bimodal distribution with a natural partition at

0.42 ms, and used this to classify RS and FS groups.

Vm analysis—Haider lab

Detailed methods have been described previously.33,45 Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed in current clamp mode

(Molecular Devices, Multiclamp 700B) and acquired at 20 kHz with custom software (MATLAB). All recordings were in L2/3 based on

depth estimated from the micromanipulator. Visual stimuli were displayed as described above, but only at 100% contrast. In some

cases neurons only emitted spikes for bars of one color, so calculations for log ratios were assigned SNR = 1 for the bar color with no

spikes.

Receptive field (RF) map analysis
Haider lab—V1 RF analysis

Recording sites in V1 were targeted with stereotaxic coordinates and/or intrinsic signal imaging, and further verified with functional

localization of visual spatial receptive fields. A receptive field (RF) map for each recording session was created by first averaging

together the LFP responses per electrode channel across all stimulus contrasts per stimulus location. This resulted in a 3D matrix

of LFP responses: [stimulus location x time x probe channel]. Note that a sliding window was not used for RF map construction

(cf. Saleem lab – V1 RF analysis). The median response across probe channels (averaging across laminar depth) generated a global
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map of spatial responses for each azimuth location across time. The stimulus position that evoked the largest LFP activation (depth

negative voltage response; see Figure 1) was designated as the central location of the receptive field (RF). Recordings with central RF

locations < 40� in azimuth were classified as binocular recordings (RF preference: 19.8 ± 7.1�, median ± MAD, n = 58) whereas those

with preferred location > 55� were classified as monocular (RF preference: 77.4 ± 8.5�, n = 36). This categorization is broadly consis-

tent with anatomical and physiological definitions of the binocular andmonocular representations in mouse V1.55,56 Here we focused

on responses elicited by 100% contrast black or white stimuli, since these were the most reliable and comparable across recordings

(Figure S2). For spiking data, RF maps were calculated as described above for each neuron. Spiking in each stimulus location was

binned every 20 ms to create a peri-stimulus-time-histogram (PSTH) in each location. PSTHs were then combined to form a space x

time firing rate map for each neuron. Singular value decomposition (SVD) was used to automate the RF localization process for

spiking maps due to quantity. SVD reduces RF maps to two 1-D components, and the maximum value of the spatial component

is designated as the central RF location. These single neuron RF locations were verified by comparison to the RF location reported

by the LFP during the same recordings. Experiments in Figure S3 D-F used SVD as above, and/or manual identification of best loca-

tion in the RF location.

Haider lab—LGN RF analysis

A RF map for each neuron was created by generating a 2D histogram of spike counts for each neuron at each of the 160 spatial lo-

cations. The mean response between 0.04 - 0.14 s after stimulus onset was taken for each unit to create a receptive field map.30 A

chi-square test for independence was used to determine the presence of a significant (p < 0.05) receptive field.16

Saleem lab—V1 RF analysis

Receptive field mapping was performed in awake mice free to run or rest on a treadmill (polystyrene wheel) in a virtual reality envi-

ronment.50 Black and white squares were projected in a 2-D grid pattern inside a demispherical dome that spanned 240� in azimuth

and 120� in elevation on the right visual field. For a particular square stimulus location and color (i.e., a frame), a sliding window of

100 ms was used to bin spikes into discrete time points relative to stimulus onset. Time bins started at 10 ms prior to stim onset,

and ended at 120 ms after stimulus onset, in intervals of 10 ms (14 time points). For example, the bin starting at 50ms would contain

all spikes from 50-150 ms relative to stimulus onset. At each time point, an RF map (see above) was created by combining the re-

sponses to all squares in the 9x9 (10� squares) or 8x8 (15� squares) grid into one large response. For every neuron, the response

map with the highest variance was selected in time – one for each black response and white response. These two maps were

used for subsequent analyses. SVD was performed on each map, black and white independently, to determine the location of the

best response in azimuth and elevation. Selection criteria were instituted specifically on this dataset with 2-D stimuli. Neurons

with firing rate < 1 spike/s at the best location for both the black and white response were not analyzed. We next calculated for

each neuron and for each stimulus color the percentage of locations in the RF map where normalized activation was > 0.7 of the

global max firing rate. Neurons where > 40% of the map exceeded this threshold in both black and white response (i.e., there

was no spatially localized RF) were excluded. Visual inspection of included neurons showed clear RFs. Stimulus locations where

normalized activation was > 0.9 of the global max response were all expected to be within 1 location (±10� or ± 15�) of the maximum

response location. Neurons with normalized activation > 0.9 of the global max response at non-contiguous spatial positions in both

black andwhite RFmapswere excluded.We note that applying selection criteria for the combinedON andOFF responses prevented

exclusion of neurons that were strongly responsive to one color, but not at all responsive to the other color. We then sorted neurons

into binocular versus monocular groups by best azimuthal RF locations, using the same criteria as before, and calculated SNR and

log10 transformed ratios for each stimulus color as described previously.

Saleem lab—LGN RF analysis

Receptive field maps of LGN neurons were computed in the same way as V1 neurons, but only 15� flashing squares (8x8 grid) were

used.

Allen Institute—V1 RF analysis

This dataset was pre-processed by the Allen Institute to pass several quality metrics and quantify visual feature selectivity. The data-

set precomputes optimal azimuthal receptive field location for each neuron, which we used to separate cells into binocular (�45 to

45�) and monocular (55� to 130�) groups. Full-field black or white flashes were used to calculate the ON/OFF response ratio for each

cell as the mean firing rate during ‘‘ON’’ presentations divided by the mean firing rate during ‘‘OFF’’ presentations. A log10 transform

was applied to these precomputed ratios just like all other datasets (see Figure S3).

V1 laminar identification—Haider lab

Laminar LFP responses were separated by using current source density analysis (Figure S1). We defined L4 to span ± 100 microns

around the location of the earliest and largest CSD sink, consistent with prior functional and anatomical localization of L4 in mouse

V1.30,45 After designating L4, the other layers (L2/3, L5/6) were analyzed by taking the median across channels within layer. Neurons

were assigned to specific layers based on the location of the channel with the largest amplitude spike waveform. Spike analysis for all

datasets combined neurons across layers because of unequal sampling, and because there was no clear indication of unique laminar

profiles in LFP analysis (Figure 2).

SNR calculation

We quantified ON versus OFF dominance using previously established methods.8 Raw LFP and spiking traces were converted into

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) traces. SNR was calculated as
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SNR =
peakresponse�meanðbaselineÞ

stdðbaselineÞ
where baseline represents the response during the pre-stimulus period (global activity level in the�0.1 s preceding stimulus onset for

all stimulus locations). For single-unit data, if the standard deviation of the baseline equalled 0 (no activity), the SD (baseline) compo-

nent was artificially set at 1. The raw response was calculated differently for LFP versus single-unit data. For LFP, the raw response

was the mean of the preferred center location ± 1 adjacent locations. Since spike RFs are narrower than LFP RFs,33 the peak

response for spike RFswas calculated as themax (notmean) across the center ± 1 locations . In all cases, conversion to SNR resulted

in a trace of response amplitude normalized by the SD. To quantify responses to black andwhite stimuli, we computed ametric based

on the log10 ratio of the responses to white stimuli versus black stimuli, consistent with previous studies:8

SNR ratio = log 10

�
SNRwhite

SNRblack

�

We defined the time point of SNR ratio calculation by identifying the max SNR value of the mean trace (LFP or Vm) or PSTH (spikes)

that combined black and white responses. Identification of the overall max SNR was restricted to a window spanning the earliest

visual response latency in V1 (Figure S1; LFP data: 30-100ms after stimulus onset; spiking data: 0-180ms; Vm data: 0 – 200ms).

For spike analysis (Haider Lab data), each time point of the PSTH contained spikes binned at 20ms (see Haider Lab -V1 RF Analysis).

The max SNR time points identified for spike data captured stimulus response onsets rather than offsets (mean latency: 86 ± 30 ms

(±SD), n = 1086 spike SNR responses). Only 11% of identified max SNR responses occurred at R140 ms, the earliest conceivable

offset response to a 100 ms stimulus. Since the PSTH was binned at 20 ms (Haider lab data), this max SNR value captured spikes

within 20ms of the peak response. The SNR ratio was then computed at this same latency using responses for each bar color, then

log10 transformed as described above. Log10 SNR ratios < 0were classified asOFF, while those > 0were classified asON. The results

were unaffected if we took the max SNR values of each stimulus polarity at their respective peak latencies, or if we restricted iden-

tification ofmax SNR times to £ 100ms for spikes (Figure S1); similarly, in whole cell recordings, restricting identification of peak spike

or Vm responses to < 150ms (Figures 4H and 4I) did not affect the results. For silicon probe recordings, neurons with either white or

black SNR = 0 (single polarity responders) were excluded. This methodwas used for both V1 and LGN neurons in all datasets. For the

Allen Institute dataset, ON-OFF ratios were pre-computed,51 and these were used for the above equation.
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